Join the journey to true serenity and peacefulness with Bhawa Spa. Find your sense of deep calm, awareness, and ultimate relaxation with professional masseurs. Make time for your mental and spiritual health.

Enjoy with a welcome herbal drink to help you relax. Select your favorite aromatic pillow mist with a physical condition check. A courtesy masseur to the private treatment room for seventy (70) minutes treatment duration. Start with feet cleaning with herbal juice and follow with a full body or specific area of pain Thai massage.

Secondly, heal your sore with a warm herbal compress ball for more relaxation. Then, when the session is concluded, there is an optional quick shower. Take a short walk through the greenery garden on a soft tong to the main lobby for refreshment with fresh seasonal fruits and hot herbal drinks.

Package Price: THB 1,700.00 net per person

Inclusive of:
- Round trip transfer from/to the hotel
- 70 minutes spa package Thai massage with herbal compress
- Advance booking is required
BHAWA SPA PACKAGE 2

Aromatic Oil Massage with hot stone

A natural product oil to anoint the body and slow motions to release tension in the muscles is a technique for aromatic oil massage. Join the treatment to relax your mind and soul.

A journey starts with a welcome aromatic herbal drink to freshen you up. Select your preferred aromatic oil and pillow mist spray. Then, a courtesy escort by the therapist to a private treatment room.

Enjoy a warm-temperature oil massage; this is a time to breathe deeply and clear your mind while allowing positive thoughts about your body and its shape and abilities to anchor you. Follow up with a hot stone rub for good blood circulation. The session lasted 70 minutes when it concluded. There is an optional shower. Then, a short walk to the main lobby for the refreshment set with seasonal fruits and hot herbal drinks.

Package Price: THB 1,700.00 net per person
Inclusive of:

- Round trip transfer from/to the hotel
- 70 minutes spa package Thai Aromatic oil Massage with Hot Stone
- Advance booking is required